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Abstract
This paper will look at dc cable transient modelling issues for voltage source converter (VSC) based high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems, which is getting evermore admired for large-scale offshore wind power integration. A simple mathematical π-equivalent cable model is presented and explained. The model is compared to the detailed cable models with different degrees of accuracy found in PSCAD/EMTDC. The models are analyzed and tested using simulations of dc fault conditions and energization. These studies are helpful for the protection system design of large-scale renewable energy power systems to realize a reliable multi-terminal dc transmission system for the future.

1. Introduction
HIGH voltage direct current (HVDC) is a competitive transmission option for large-scale renewable energy integration to distant utility grids [1], [2]. Investigation of errors in the simulation of HVDC cables have in the past years become a necessity due to the increased deployment of HVDC around the world. Today with further usage of HVDC due to the VSC and a large increase in HVDC connected WPP’s, this problem is again of relevance, how to carry out the simulation and design of the power transmission systems for HVDC links, including long submarine HVDC cables. Obviously, a new cable model with a higher accuracy, especially ever more popular multi-terminal HVDC, is required. Detailed mathematically calculated π-circuits equivalent are known to give relatively good simulation results for cable. However when long distance cables are to be modelled the number of π-circuit equivalents increases drastically. Thus the computation time in most time domain programs becomes unacceptable. A solution for a simple and accurate time domain cable model has yet to be found. As a well known fact, the problem is due to that the cable and the cable screens etc [3] and [4]. are inherently frequency dependent, and it is difficult to simulate the frequency dependent characteristics of a cabling system directly in time domain, for instance, by using the cable model of the EMTP and EMTDC program [5]. In the PSCAD/EMTDC program the two cable models, namely the Bergeron model and the frequency dependent model with a constant transformation, are included. A third model is also given called “frequency dependent model with frequency dependent transformation”. This work will compare detailed mathematically calculated Pi-equivalent models to the PSCAD/EMTDC cable models. Frequency sweeps will be performed for all models to investigate and analyse the various cable model performances and frequency dependency capabilities. Furthermore fault analysis will be conducted as well, to give an overview of the frequency ranges the EMTDC models are valid in and the consequences of frequency dependent deviations. The main finding of the work is to indicate if the PSCAD/EMTDC model can be used for transient studies and identify the model limitations if any.

A conclusive part of the work covers further discussion of the results, a summary of the main findings and proposals for future work on the field.

2. Modeling
In this section an example of mathematical cable model is discussed and explained. Furthermore the methods used to obtain the PSCAD/EMTDC cable model values are clarified.

2.1. Mathematical model
The skin-effect exists for electromagnetic wave to travel in a conductive media, and is dependent on only the characteristics of the material and the propagating wave frequency. As a convenient measure to evaluate the skin-effects, the “skin-depth” concept is used. One can think of the wave as having essentially disappeared after penetrating a few values of the skin-depth. Normally, the skin depth, δ, in a homogenous conductive media is calculated by the following formula,

$$\delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sigma \mu f}}$$

(1)

Where \( f \) is frequency, \( \sigma \) is the conductivity, and \( \mu \) is the permeability. The skin-depths for the configuration of HVDC cable deep in seawater has to be found individually for the cable main conductor, the cable lead sheath, the cable armour steel wires and for the seawater [6].

Figure 1 Cable cross-section
According to an ordinary design of a HVDC cable transmission system, the lead sheath and the steel armour of the cable are always connected together and earthed to the local earthing system at two terminations. The dc voltage is applied on the insulation between the main conductor and lead sheath. As illustrated as in Fig. 1, the transmitted dc and low frequency current shall go through the main conductor and returns through the three different ways in parallel: 1) the lead sheath, 2) the armour and 3) the seawater. The reason is explained that if all of the currents in the conductors of returning path operate in the same direction, the electric and magnetic interaction within the returning path conductors through the insulations has to be very small. Only the internal impedances of the conductors of returning path are dominant, and shall therefore be included in the cable model. According to the basic concepts of cable model above, a π-circuit section per unit length for the low frequency cable model may be established as shown in Fig. 2

![Figure 2 Mathmatical π-model](image)

Where $Z_1$ is the internal impedance of the main conductor of cable and $Z_e$ is the total impedance of the current returning path. For the main conductor the method is to use a R-L circuit of some type to approach the frequency characteristics of the impedance $Z_1$ for which has an inductive characteristics. With a ladder-shape circuit, the boundary condition is that the impedance $Z_i$ at dc reduces to the parallel combination of all resistors, $R_1$ through $R_n$, and equals to the dc resistance of the cable main conductor.

$$Z_1 = Z_e(f) // Z_2(f) // ... // Z_n(f)$$ (2)

The calculation of $Z_e$ is formulated as equation.

$$Z_e = Z_2 // Z_3 // Z_4 // Z_5$$ (3)

Where the parameters are $Z_2$ for the internal impedance of lead sheath, $Z_3$ for the internal impedance of the armour steel sheath, $Z_4$ for the internal impedance of the armour wires and $Z_5$ for the internal impedance of seawater. The $C_0$ and $L_0$ are the capacitance and inductance over the main insulation between the main conductor and lead sheath, respectively.

At low frequency, $Z_1$ is equal to the dc resistance of the main conductor. At high frequency the skin effect must be included. The formula in [7] may calculate $Z_1$ in both low and high frequencies. That is,

$$Z_1 = \frac{\rho_1}{\pi \delta_1^2} + \frac{\mu_0 \mu_r \rho_1}{8\pi} r_1 \leq 2\delta_1$$ (4)

$$Z_1 = \frac{1}{2\pi r_3} \left[ \frac{\mu_0 \mu_r \rho_1}{\pi} \sqrt{f} + \frac{1}{4\pi r_1} \left( \frac{\mu_0 \mu_r \rho_1}{\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{f}} \right) \right] r_1 \leq 2\delta_1$$ (5)

Where $\delta_1$ is the skin depth of the main conductor. The unit is Ohm/m for $R_1$ and H/m for $L_1$. The internal impedance of the lead sheath is given by the formula [5].

$$Z_{2,3} = \frac{\rho_2}{2\pi \sqrt{r_{2,4} r_{3,5}} \cdot \delta_{2,3}}$$ (6)

For $r_{2A} \geq T_{2,3} \leq \delta_{2,3}$

$$Z_4 = \frac{1}{nW} Z_4$$ (7)

Where $nW$ is the total number of the armour wires. The formula for the self impedance of the seawater $Z_5$ of the immersed cable has been worked out by E Vance [8].

2.2. PSCAD/EMTDC model

In PSCAD/EMTDC we find four models that are used for cable modelling.

1) $\pi$-Models: This model consist of the well known lumped $R$ and $L$, but an equally divided $C$ at both ends. The concept of $\pi$-equivalent model is also used in a distributed system. The distributed $\pi$-model results in high-order functions which will take long time to be solved or simulated [10].

2) Bergeron Model: The Bergeron model is a development of the simple $\pi$-model. It is a constant frequency model based on travelling wave theory. The cable is considered to be lossless infinite number of $\pi$-sections. It accurately represents the distributed $L$ and $C$, but resistance $R$ is added as a series lumped component. Thus the resistance is not represented in a distributed manner. Furthermore all parasitic components are not included in the model as it the case in the $\pi$-equivalent model. As a result of this the model has none or minimum frequency dependency.
It is accurate at a specified frequency and is suitable for studies where the specified frequency is important [11]. However, for harmonics and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) study, some frequency response information will be missed with this and the above simple π-model.

3) Travelling Wave Model in the modal domain (Frequency Dependent in Mode): As the name indicates, frequency dependent (FD) models are models that have frequency dependent cable parameters. This is achieved by using the cable’s propagation and admittance matrices. When compared with the Bergeron models, the use of the frequency domain increases the results accuracy. In FD-models all calculations are performed in the frequency domain and the solutions converted to time domain by the using transformations such as Fourier-transform or Z-transform. The frequency dependent model in mode is achieved with a constant transformation matrix [10]. The frequency dependent model represents the frequency dependence of all parameters (not just at the specified frequency as in the Bergeron model). This model uses modal techniques to solve the cable constants and assumes a constant transformation. It is therefore only accurate for systems of ideally transposed conductors (or 2 conductor horizontal configurations) or single conductors.

4) Travelling Wave Model 2 (Frequency Dependent in Phase): The frequency dependent phase model also represents the frequency dependence of all parameters as in the above model. However, the problem of a frequency dependent transformation matrix will be overcome by formulating the model directly in the phase domain (without diagonalization). This is the most accurate model [10] since it includes frequency dependence of internal transformation matrices.

The DC resistance of the main conductor is given by the manufacturer. However this resistance can be adjusted to the proper temperature level using the following equation.

$$ R_{DC, cor} = R_{DC}[1 + \alpha_{20}(\theta - 20)] $$(9)

Where $R_{DC}$ is the given conductor resistance, $\alpha_{20}$ is the metal temperature coefficient at 20° per kelvin and $\theta$ is the nominal operating temperature.

3. Simulation results

In this section the simulation results of the two models are compared and the results are explained. The mathematical model is compared to the three models available in PSCAD/EMTDC the Bergeron, the frequency dependent phase and mode models.

As mentioned earlier the Bergeron model doesn’t include any parasitic components. Hence the model has none or minimum frequency dependency. This is clearly seen from Fig. 4 where the EMTDC results seem more as a calculation errors compared to the mathematical model. This is clearly due to the change in frequency that the model isn’t able to compensate for. Initially the cable is inductive, however with increasing frequency the skin and proximity effects will start to influence the impedance. Consequently making the cable capacitance

![Figure 3 PSCAD coaxial cable model EMTDC configuration (for dc underground dc positive and negative cables).](image)

Both the Bergeron and the frequency dependent models in PSCAD/EMTDC are applied as comparison, which includes all the layers: copper core, insulation, armour and sheath, shown in Fig. 3.
dominate, nevertheless this behaviour isn’t seen for the EMTDC Bergeron model.

When comparing to the Frequency Dependent (Mode) Model, the two models behaves similarly, due to the inclusion of frequency dependency. However it is clear that deviations will occur at higher frequencies. Increasing the cable length will increase the effect of the parasitic components. Hence the resonances are moved to lower frequencies Fig. 5.

The Frequency Dependent (Phase) Model is according to PSCAD/EMTDC the best model to use when investigating high frequent behaviour since it includes frequency dependence of internal transformation matrices. Nonetheless when comparing the two FD models Fig. 5 and 6 they appear alike however the resonances are slightly shifted in frequency.

The mathematical $\pi$-model simulation results are close enough to the accurate cable model as shown in Fig. 7 which zoomed to show some minor difference between the two simulation results. This is due to the various frequency components in the overcurrent. However it clear that when looking at the low frequency oscillations the two models behaves almost identically.

On the other hand when simulating an energization using the two models Fig. 8, the travelling wave behaves similar in both models. Nonetheless the in the mathematical $\pi$-model there is a high frequency oscillations of 4 kHz that can’t be found in the EMTDC model.

This can be explained from the lower plots in Fig. 6 where it is noticed that the EMTDC model has greater damping in the higher frequencies compared to mathematical $\pi$-model.

6. Conclusion

VSC-HVDC transmission systems are a new area primed by the potential development of multi-terminal offshore HVDC. In this paper, dc cable modelling issues are analyzed for transient dc fault energization analysis. Various dc cable models are summarized following analysis of some cable events to compare the models for accurate and efficient simulations. Simulation results show that for low-frequency faults, the mathematical $\pi$-model is adequate for simulation and protection relay design. Hence standards for dc system fault protection are urgently required for dc network operation. However when considering high frequency transients the models differ in the high frequencies. Hence resulting in oscillations in the mathematical $\pi$-model. Thus more analysis is needed to investigate the exactness of the cable model.
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